Page Layout in Edit Mode (Wiki Markup)

Here's what the Confluence edit page looks like in Wiki Markup mode:
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Notes

- The options available to you in the 'Edit' mode of a page depend on the permissions granted to you by the space administrator.
- For more information about editing a page, see Editing an Existing Page.

More Editing Options on the Page

Click the 'Edit' link next to the following options to open further editing functionality within the page.

Location
Click the ‘Edit’ link next to ‘Location’ to move the page to a different position within the space, as shown in this screenshot:

For more information, see Moving a Page.

Page Restrictions

Click the ‘Edit’ link next to ‘Restrictions’ to change the page-specific permissions, as shown in this screenshot:

For more information, see Setting a Page’s Restrictions.

Labels

Click the ‘Edit’ link next to ‘Labels’ to change the labels or tags belonging to the page, as shown in this screenshot:

For more information, see Working with Labels.
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